Relations Among States...

• What is the story about?
  – 2-3 sentences
• What powers does the state have in this situation?
• What powers does the federal government have in this situation?
• How is there conflict between the two levels of government?
• In your opinion, who should be in charge of this situation and why?
  – Write a thoughtful 3-4 sentence paragraph defending your stance
For each word/phrase...

- Define
- Create a short current event highlighting what the term means

**Implied powers:** The powers the national government requires to carry out government business even though not expressly defined in the Constitution.

**Scenario:** The United States and Canada are on the brink of war over a major border dispute. The U.S. is afraid that the country won’t have enough soldiers to fight off the mighty Canadians, so the government has utilized an implied power to begin a national draft.